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PREFJ,CE 

The subject of this thesis i,ras chosen primarily bece.us.e the RUthor 
.. 

felt a special need for such an exposition in his work at the Engineering 

Radiation Laboratory, Douglas Aircrrift Company, Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Experimental work has been the basis of considerable progrecs since the 

time of Newton. Results of experimental measurements have confirrued the-

ories, destroyed theiDries, and inspired the formulization of new theories. 

~1e have been very fortunate to inherit extremely good procedures for 

various experimental measurements used for obtaining design data. i:low-

ever, we have come to rely entirely too much on formulated procedure, 

and are inclined to forget the theoretical besis for the procedures. 

This thesis presents the theory, from an engineering viewpoint, necessary 

for a qualitative understanding of the experimental measurements assoc-

iated with design and development of aircraft antennas. The material 

used in preparation of this thesis was collected from a variety of sources, 

most of which have not been published; therefore, the selected biblio-

gre.phy reflects only those published references whic.h were of general use. 

I 'idsh to acknowledge Dr. H. L. Jones of Oklahoma f;tate University 

for his guidance and encouragement, G. A .. O'Ileilly and il. li. ~.illiams 

of Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. for their inspiring discussion on the 

general subject presented herein, and the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. 

for their financial assistance thro1.1ehout my graduate study program. 
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Oi-iAPTE.R I 

IHTHODUCTION 

1'he rapid progress of the aircraft industry since World ';[sr II has 

brought about an increased demand for specialization in fields formerly 

considered foreign to the s.ircra.ft industry. Electronic industries 1 for 

example, have become so closely intergrated with aircraft enterprises 

that some of the leading aircraft companies ha.·.-e ma.c!e signit'icient con

tributions to the state of' the art. At the present each industry con

tributes to the advancement and progress of the other by each creating 

new requirements for the other. 

I/Ji th the .modernization of aircraft electronic equipment has come a 

greater need for improved connecting links between the ai rcra:ft equipment 

and the support equipment remotely located from the aircraft. These 

links are necessarily ma.de by electromagnetic waves in free space. The 

region of transistion between the guided waves to or from the electronic 

equipment and free space is called the antenna. 

In the past far too little emphasis was placed ~n the importance of 

the antenna. Aircraft engineers considered the arilenna. a necessary evil 

which could be Hhung 11 on the airplane at any convenient mechanical loca

tion. Little regard was given to the possibility that the location cho

sen might seriously impair the electrical performance of' the antenna. As 

the number of' antennas required on certain military airplanes increased, 

the aircraft designers became aware of the importance of coordinated 

1 
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design of the airframe and the antenna~ 

This thesis describes the major principles involved in design and 

development of s.ircr?,ft antennas. No attempt is made to present design 

details because they are usually applicable to only specific antennas. 

'l'he principles presented herein a.re generally a;,1plics.ble to the entire 

electromagnetic specturum, from 25mc to ;5,ooomc, used by the military 

aircraft. The experimental test methods are equally applicable to anten

nas other than aircraft antennas, but emphasis is placed on the aircraft 

useage. ·rhe term aircraft is assumed to include space-craft a.s well a.s 

airplanes. 

1rhe purpose of this thesis is to present the relation between the 

theoretical background and the development techniques along with suffic

ient definitions to give the reader a comprehensive concept of some of 

the problems encountered by the aircraft antenna designer. The main 

text of the thesis is composed of six chapters. Chapter II points out 

the more important design considerations. It is followed by a chapter 

on scale model techniques which eives the basis of the scale model mea

suring techniques universally accepted as an accurate method of measuring 

radiation patterns. Chapters 1 V and "\J are devoted primarily to impedance 

measurements and radiation pattern measurements but they include defini

tions of the various parameters associated with impedance and radiation 

patterns. Chapter VI deals briefly with the methods of handling ellip

tically polarized antenna problems. 'l'he concluding chapter smmnarizes 

the principles presented in the previous chapters by outlining the pro

cedure followed by the author in developing simple aircra.f't antennas. 



CHAi?TER II 

DLSIGN OOlllSIDERATIONS 

Hechani cal 

1rhe_ modern aircraft is ordinarily a high speed vehicle which has 

velocities ranging from mach 0.5 to mach 3 for airplanes and much higher 

for guided missiles. Accelerations can be extremely high.. Associated 

with the high velocities are skin temperatures that may be ai:i high a.s 

500°F or more. -Obstacles protruding into air stream which have insuf

ficient thermoconducta.nce to the heat sink can have temperatures which 

exceed the melting point of copper. The great accelerations cause 

cx.:!eedingly high bending morLents and shear strain on structua.l members 

cantilevered out at right angles to the direction of acceleration. 

The antenna designer he.s the problem of creating a device with cer

tain specified electrical characteristics that will withstand the required 

mechanical strains. The antenna must not impair the dynamic behavior of 

the aircraft, and a.er·odyne.udc drag must he minimized. Finally, the 

antenna should be light wdght. Flush mounted antennas are the answer 

to many of the mechanical problems, but often the electrical requirements 

will not permit flush mounting. A compromise then has to be made. 

Electrical 

Airborne transmitting and receiving equipment are designed, with 

few exceptions, to have an input or output impedance of 50 ohms. This 
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impedance matches the 1.,Jidely used coaxial cables such as RG-9B/U, 

RG-8A/U, and RG-55A/U which have characteristic impedances ranging 

between 50 and 53 ohms. 

The voltage standing wave ratio is a figure of merit used to 

indicate how well an antenna. matches its transmission line. The VSWR 

is a real number, one or greater, the value of which depends on the 

degree of mismatch. This value is numerically defined by 

p,.,l[l+l, 
Ir I - 1 

( 1) 

where p is the VS\iR and Ir I is the magnitude of the vol ts.ge ref lee-

tion coef:f'icient. The inverse relationship is evident 

if I (2) 

The reflection coefficient is related to impedance by 

0) 

wh;ere z1 is the load or a.11tenna impedance a.nd :;\, is the charecteristic 

impedance of the transmission line. The reflection coefficient is 

also defined as the ratio of the voltage of a wave ref'lected from the 

load to that incident on the load. 

Some of the reasons antenna VSim should be kept as low as possible 

are: 1) Efficiency is reduced because the energy, which is proportional 

to f2 , reflected from the mismatched load is mostly wasted; 2) The 

reflected power may seriously impair operation of a transmitter or 

even burn it out; 3) Fm1er handling capacity of e transmission line is 
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reduced because of hot spots at current maximum points and because of 

arc-over at voltage maximum points; Lt) The "long line effect 11 can make 

it impossible to tune !I gi Ven trs.nsmi tter to its prescribed frequency. 

Receiving equipment is affected only by the reduction in efficiency, 

For this reeson the maximum allowable VStJR is usually higher for recei

ving antennas than for transmitting antennas. The general military 

specif'ication for c'tirborne antennas requires the VS,.,,'r:. of receiving 

antennas to be 5:1 or less and for transmitting antennas, 2:1 or less. 

Impedance matching is one of the most difficult problems for the 

antenna designer. The distributed character of the parameters which 

determine the antenna impedance make the equivalent circuit somewhat 

more complicated than a simple RLC network. Like transmission lines, 

however, good use cs.n be made of a simple equivalent circuit e_t or near 

resonance. Thus, if e.n antenna is a.ta minimum impedance resonant 

point, the equivalent circuit is that of' a seriefJ RLC network. lihen 

frequency is increased, the antenna becomes inductive, and when fre-· 

querwy is decreased, the antenna. becomes capacitive. Likewise, if the 

antenna is at a maximum impedance resonance the equivalent circuit is 

equi Valent to a. parallel RLC circuit. The rate at which the antenna 

impede.nee ::iovcs m~ay from its resonant resistance when the frequency is 

varied from resonance is a function of the equivalent 11 of the antenna. 

If the equivalent nqu of the antenna is very low, the antenna is broad 

band; whe:reas, if the equivalent n is high, the antenna is narrow band. 

D,~sign of narrow band antennas is usually less complicated than 

design of broad band antennas" If the initial VS1rn of a narrow band 

antenna. is less than 10:1, an efficient matching network is eesily 

designed. For VHF and higher frequencies, s. specific length of trans-



mission line having proper characteristic impedance is used for a 

matching section. At lower frequencies lump constant L, 'I', or n sec

tions can be used. 
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The problem is more complicated for broad band antennas. A broad 

band impedance matching device cannot be designed except in special 

cases. An example for one special case is an exponential tapper from 

one resistance level to another, such as a 600 ohm resistive load 

ma:tched to 50 ohms, The impedance of an antenna. is not usua. lly a 

simple resisti.rnce, but instead, e. complicated function of frequency. 

For this reason, broad band antennas must inherently have broad band 

characteristics. In other words the equivalent "Q" of the antenna 

must be low. 

The antenna radiation pattern, which is a plot of the antenna's 

directional properties, is a very important electrical characteristic. 

For transmitting antennas, it gives the rela.ti ve power density radiated 

in any direction, and for receiving antennas, it gives the relative 

effective receiving cross section area for plane waves impinging on 

the antenna from any direction. The receiving pattern of an antenna 

is identical in shape to its transmitting pattern. Occe.sione.lly the 

antenna pattern is plotted in terms of relative field strength instead 

of relative power density; however, one can always be found from the 

other. The magnitude of each point on the power pattern can be calcu

lated by squaring the magnitude of the corresponding point on the field 

strength pattern. 

Fig. 1 represents a spherical coordinate system in free space 

with a transmitting anhmna located at its centar. The radius of' the 

sphere for observation is many times greater than the largest dimension 



of the antenna so that the antenna. appears as a point compared to the 

sphere. The sphere is also large comp&:red to the wave length of the 

z 

sin G d¢ 

R d9 

, . 
. A 

Fig. 1--Spherical coordinates for a radiation source in free 
space. 

y 

radiated energy from the antenna. The energy appears to stream f'roru 
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the source in radial lines. The time rate of energy flow 1Jer unit area 

is the l:>oynting vector or power density vector. Since the surface of 

the observation sphere is at a great distance from the source, the 

radiated waves can be considered plane over a small cross section. The 

Pounting vector then has only a radial component Pr, with no components 

in either the 9 or¢ direction. Thus, the magnitude of ·the Poynting 



vector is equal to the radial component (IP l = l? r). 

The graph of l\ or 1<Pr, where K is a constant, as a function of 

either Q or ¢ is called a specific power pattern. The pattern as a 

function of but one of the angles is only one small pa.rt of the total 

8 

radiation pattern. The total radiation pattern is a three.dimensional 

plot of Pr as a function of both G and¢. The total power pattern for 

a.n isotropic source is a sphere. Any specific power pattern for the 

isotropic source is a circle with origin at the center. 

The radiation _pattem of a. given antenna is most useful when it is 

referred or normalized to the hypothetical isotropic pattern. The ra.d-

·iation pattern so norl!lalized is called the directivity function pattern. 

The maximum point on the directivity function pattern is called the 

antenna directivity(D0 ). Mathematically D0 is defined as the ratio of 

maximum power density :radiated, at a given di stance from the source, to 

the average power density at that distance. The average power density is 

given by 

(4) 

where R is the radius of the sphere for observation. Then 

= ' sin ¢ dG d¢ 
(5) 

dn 

where ,,1 (G ¢) "r , . is the power density in the direction specified by g and¢; 

g is the angle between the z. axis and the radius R; 

¢ is the angle that the projection of Ron the X-Y plane makes 

with the X axis. 
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The radius H drops out because da=H2 sin G dG a¢. 'l'he di recti vi ty 

function is then given by 

----·. 
sin @ dG dy,) 

( 6\ 
I 

The gain of an antenna is very closely associated with the direc-

tivity, except it considers the efficiency of the antenna." Gain can be 

expressed either with respect to a known antenna or ,,i th respect to the 

hypothetical losskss isotropic antenna. The latter is called the ab so-

lute gain. The 2bsolute gain and gain function are related directly to 

di rec ti vi ty and di rec ti vi ty function by the efficiency. Thus 

G(O,¢) = KD(G,¢). (7) 

The directivity and gs.in functions have meaning only when applied 

to transmitting antennas; however, the ability of' an antenna to absorb 

energy from a plane wave is directly related to its gnin and directivity. 

The factor determining the antenna 1 e. receiving ability is its effective 

cross section area A(G,¢) or effective aperature. The relation of 

effective aperature to the gain function, when the antenna impedance 

is matched to the receiver, is given by 

A(G,¢) "'G(G,¢) A, 2 
l+r1 

(8) 

where}\ is wave length, in free space, of the frequency received. 

The gain function together with the effective aperature function 

forms the basis of the very important range equation 

f' 'f G T'2\:/ .. 2 
16,,2 n2 

(9) 
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where is the power received by a matched receiver in watts; 

is the power fed into the transmitting antenna in watts; 

GT is the gain of" the transmit ting antenns.; 

t··-
n is the distance between the transmittinr, s.nd receiving antennas 

in same units as "' 
Equation (9) is more ea,.;ily understood by considering the significance of 

various combination1:: of its factors. '.rl1e factor :.i\rG1,/l+rrR2 is the power 

density of the radiated wave in space at the :receiving antenna in watts 

per squcre unit, and J'?. / 4 is the ef'f'ecti ve aperature, 1n square 

units, of the receiving antenna int.he directlon cf arrival of the sig-

·1 na.a.. 

For point to point co:mmun:1.cations, it is usu.ally desirable to have 

very high gain transmitting and receiving antennas, so that little energy 

is radiated in directions other thim toward the receiving antenna., and 

the receiving antenna's ef'fective a.perature is as large as possible in 

the direction of the transmitting antenna. The requirements for air-

cra:ft antennas, however, can be quite different. An antenna i .s a pas-

sive device; therefore, broad pattern coverage and high gain are incom-

patable requirements, One has to be sacrificed for the other. 

Thus, the directional requirements for an antenna must be specified; 

then, the antenna is designed to have maximum gain in those required 

directions. 

Polarization is a f'undamental property of an antenna just as it is 

a fundamental property of' an electromagnetic wave. The polarization of 

e.n antenna is the same as that of the electromagnetic field radiated from 

it. The polarization is specified by the direction of electric field. 

To simplify analysis the electric field is reso1 ved into two orthogonal 
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components. The plane wave solution of Maxwell 1 s wave equation 

requires that the direction of polarization be norm.al to the direc-

tion of propagation. Then component of polarization is zero, leaving 

only the Q and¢ components. lf Eg and E¢, the amplitude of the orth-

ogonal coinpommts, have a time phase: difference, the polarization is 

elliptical. 

The forementioned equations for gain and directivity have not con-

sidered polarization. The equations have been based on total power den-

sity. It is often desirable to include polarization in gain and direc-

tivity equations. Equation (6) then becomes 

D(9,¢,p) = 
~~P(9,¢) sin Q d9 d¢' (10) 

where the new parameter pis the polarization considered. For lineerly 

polarized antennas, p is defined by 

t -1 -, ;-, 
an · lJ..@ ~· ( 11) 

A method of handling elliptically polarized antenna problems is 

given in Chapter VI. 



OHAVi'ER I 1 I 

Because of the complicated nature of' even the simplest type of 

antenna, it is desirable to do a great deal of experimental work when 

developing an antenna .. F'or aircraft antennas a complete theoretical 

design is extremely difficult, if not impossible, because of the many 

parameters which cannot be eve.luated. Even when theoretical design is 

practical, it is necessary to verify the theory be experimental mea-

sure.ment. 

Fortunately, experimental measurements can be simplified by use 

of scale :model antennas. It is well known that the impedance of a 

thin perfect conducting he . .lf-wave dipole in free space is approximately 

75 ohms, :regardless of the wave length. The radiiition pattern is also 

the sa.me for any wave length so long as the le::1gth of the antenna is one-

half wave length. The fact that both antenna r1,1diation pattern and 

impedance depend upon ra.tios of the physical dimensions to weve length 

suggests thn.t measurements made from sea.le model antennas at scale wave 

lengths would be accurate representations of full scale measurements. 

The proper scale factor may be obtaiµed from Maxwell's equations; 

Curl E = -jw}lH, Curl H = (g+jwe)E. ( 12) 

The various quanities in a model will be denoted by primes; then, 

Curl' E' ::e -jm 1 J'o 1 H1 , Curl I H1 = (it 1 +J·m 1 e 1 ) 1" 1 
- '-' . ..l.'..i ' 

(13) 

12 



where the prime after the curl denotes different.1 tation tti th respect to 

the sea.led coordinates. r'or the measured para.meters of the scale model 

to e.ccurately represent those for !'ull siz.e, it is necessary that the 

equations of { 12) and . ( 1;) be equal; thus, 

Curl I E' = Curl I~, and Curl1 H' "" Curl 1:i. (14) 

The following scale factors will be used to relate the quantities 

of {12) and (13}: 

then, 

. } ( 16) 

From {16), (14), and (13) 

then, ( 17} 

~Ki:;= ~; 
e 

l 
= -· y., ' t>.H 

In practice Ke and Kl" must be unity because both the full size and 

see.le model antennas operate in the same medium(neer free space condi-

tion) .. This means that the dielectric constants and relative permea-

bility of material in the scale model antenna must be the same at the 

scaled frequ€'mcy as those for the full sized antenna at the full scale 

frequency. In general, the dielectric constant of most insule.ting 
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materials vary with frequency; therefore, the dielectric material used in 

the scale model is often different from that used for the full scale 

antenna. 

KE and Ka are equal to each other, and they are also equal to the 

scale factor for the model antenna dimensions. These relationships are 

proved by substituting the equation from (15) into (14). Thus, 

Kr:; Curl I E = Curl E, Ku Curl I H = Curl I:;. ( 18) 

Then the vector operator 

( 19) 

whereVandV' are related to Curl E and Curl' Eby 

Curl' E =v' X B; Curl E = vx E:; 

and, 

v' = i a_ j 2... + 
ka 

ax' + ay' az 1 ; 

(20) 

V = i a j a_ ka 
ax + ay + az 

also, 

V t i a OX i a al k a az 
= ax 0:X 1 + " ay ay 1 + dz a'?, I• ( 21) 

Now if 

(22) 

then 
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~ = ax1 

1 • = - , 
Kc 

(23) 

thel"efore, 

1 v ' = - v . 
Kc 

(24) 

From equations (18) and (24), 

( 25) 

The relation of all the scale factors have been found ; now it will 

be shown how they can be applied in a practical situation. It has been 

previously stated that Ke and KH should be unity. The equation of (17 ) 

can be simplified by sub stitution of (25). Then 

~ = _1_; Ko- = -. 
u Kc c , l< c 

(26) 

Thus, if a scale model antenna is 1/25 full size, the model frequency 

will be 100 time s the full scale freq uency. The conductance of all 

parts of t he scale model should also be increased by the same factor; 

however, when the conductivity of antenna conductors i s very hi gh and 

that of the insulating mat rial is extremely low, the scaling of the 

conductance can be omitted wit little loss in accuracy . This i s evi-

dent from t he extreme values of g= ~ for the conduc t ors and g=O for 

the insulators . The scaled model impedanc e measurement s are more ser-

i ously affected by above assumptions t han the radiation pattern meas-

urements. 

A scale model of the aircraft must be constructed for use when 

measuring the radiation patterns of t he model antenna because the 



entire aircraft surface should actually be considered a part of the 

antenna. The models a.re usually constructed of a wood shell having 

16 

a coating of good conducting material on the outside. The inside of 

the model is hollowed out in order to accommodate the receiving equip

ment required for re.die.tion pattern measurement·. The conducting coat-

. ing is often put on by a metal-flame-spraying process. In this process, 

fine metal particles(usually powdered copper) is passed through a hot 

flame and blown, in a finely divided state, onto the wood model. The 

· thickness of the coating is ebout O .010 inch. Silver paint, also, has 

been used with reasonable success, but it has disadvantages, Host 

other meta.lie paint has too low of conductivity to be used with any 

degree of accuracy. 



ChA TLR IV 

IM 'EDANCE :.1EASURE!,1ENT S 

At power line frequencies, the wave lengths are extremely long 

(5x106 ,iTRS a.t 60 cycles). The finite velocity of electromagnetic 

energy propagation is an important consideration only for very long 

transmis sion lines. Thus, the impedance of a. load can be measured 

through a length of connecting wires without consideration f or the 

slight phase shift caused by the finite velocity of propagation. 

For frequencies in the VHF band and higher, the finite velocity 

of propagation .in the transmission line must be consi dered when meas

uring impedances. The lowest frequency in the VHF band is ;,Omc; the 

wave length in free space is 10 meters. The velocity factor for a 

coaxial cable having polyethylene dielectric is approximately 0 .66. 

The wave length for ;,Omc in the cable is 10x0 66 = 6.6 meters . The 

maximum transmi ssion line length allowable without correction is from 

O.Ol to 0.05 wave lengths depending on the application. For :,o~c the 

maximum cable length would be between 6.6 and J)Cffi, 

The true impedance of the antenna is easily found f rom t he meas

ured impedance if the electrical lengths a.nd a ttenuation of the trans

missi on line are known . A Smith chart or similar impede.nee chart is 

usually used for ma.king the line length correction to liminate tedi

ous calculations involving the transmission line equations. 

At 3000mc and hig er the wave length in the cabl i s so short that 

the impedance of an antenna has but little meaning. The terminals of 

17 
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the antenna cannot be clearly defined. The length of transmission line 

corresponding to .05 wave lengths at 3000mc is 0 . 53cm. Here , for 

impedance to have meaning , the antenna. terminals must be specified 

at a particular point within the connector. The VSWR that the antenna 

ca.uses on its transmission line is a more i mportant factor because it 

is not a function of the transmission electrical length. It is a func -

tion of transmission line l ength only when the line has attenuation los s 

present. 

l hen the transmission line has attenuation loss, the VS m varie s 

exponentially with distance from the antenna.. The attenuation of the 

antenna connector is very small and the antenna VSW R is defined at the 

input to the connector . 

I t should be point ed out here t hat VSWR can be defined at a point, 

and the transmission line is not required to have a voltage maximum and 

minimum on it. This might seem contrary to the commonly used definition 

that the VSvR is equal to ratio of maximum to minimum voltage along t he 

transmission line. The descrepancy is clearified by revisi ng the defi-

nition as follows : 

The Vol tage Standing ,ave natio ( VSWR) of any load with respect to 
a. transmission line having a given cha racteristic i mpedance i s 
equal to the ratio of the maximum to minimum voltage on a hypo
thetical lossle s s transmission line a t lea.st one-half wave l ength 
long having the same characteristic impedance. 

The antenna VSWH, u sing the revised definition, is clee.rly a func-

tion of antenna. imp e dance and the transmission line characteristic imped-

a.nee as given by equations ( 1) and (}) . 

In general , the antenna. VSWR cannot be measured at the antenna 

terminals. The measured VSWR will be less than the antenna VSWR by a 

factor whi ch depends on the attenuation of the transmission line con-
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necting the antenna to the measuring device. 

A eor.rection for line loss :must be made to obtain the required 

accuracy. The correction is made by first deter.mining the attenua-

tion characteri sties of the ce.ble and then applying this factor to the 

measured VSWR to obtain the true vi:wm of the antenna. 

ln Fig. 2 the transmission line is as$umed to be terminated in a 

perfect short circuit. 

~ Short circuit 

Input end~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 
-Ei -Eis 
- Eg - Efis 

Fig. 2--Incident and reflected voltages on a short circuited trans
mission line. 

'!'he VSb"rn measured at the input end of the ca.ble is 

Si ... (27) 

and the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is 

I ERi Si-1 = ;: 
J Er.I Si+ 1 

(28) 

where l Ej_ I is the ma.gnitude of the incident voltage wave; 

I ERi is the magnitude of the reflected voltage. 

The incident voltage at the short circuit., EiiP is given by 
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where d,, is the attenuation factor for the transmission line. The 

short ca.n be ma.de nearly perfect; therefore, 

(30) 

where E.Rs is the amplitude of the reflected wave at the short circuit. 

Since the transmission line is a bilateral, 

(31) 

(32) 

05) 

After dJ is determined the short circuit is replaced by the antenna 

to be measured. The lncident voltage at the antenna is 

(;4) 

The reflected voltage is 

05) 

where [fa.I is the magnitude of the antenna reflection coefficient; 

(36) 

(37) 
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then, 

2 ( Sm+ 1) ,. Sm-1 
Sa= 

0V 

dw 2 ( Sm-; 1) 1-Sm ! 

(;8) 

where Sa is the corrected standing wave ratio of the antenna; 

Sm is the mes.sured VStrn. 

Combining (5~) with 03) gives the desired relation of the antenna vs~m 

in terms of' the measured VSWR a.nd the short circuited cable VS::1R: 

Ssc-1 
(59) 

Ssc+1 

The procedure for correcting impedance measurements for cable 

attenuation is essentially the same as that for VSWR measurements. The 

impedance at the input of the transmission line can be mes.sured with a 

slotted line or some form of impedance bridge. The impedance is cor-

rected for line length, the same as though the tra.nsmi ssion line were 

lossless. The impedance is plotted on the Smith chart; then a constant 

. VSWR circle is drawn through the point and its value noted. The cor-

rected VSWR is calculated by equation (59) and drawn on the chart. The 

point of intersection of a line, drawn from the center of the chart 

through the measured impedance, with the corrected VSiiJR circle is the 

corrected impedance. 



CHAPTER V 

MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATION PATTERNS 

In this chapter the term "radiation pattern n wi 11 be applied to 

any plot of field intensity about the antenna as a function of any of 

the coordinate system angles. Each radiation pattern is accompanied 

by sufficient constant information of the system parameters to deter

mine the specific type of pattern. 

The antenna under test is usually used as a receiving antenna when 

its pattern is being measured, because of the simplicity of the test rec

eiver compared to the transmitter. Since the receiving and transmitting 

patterns are identical, the test antenna will be referred to as either a 

transmitting or a receiving antenna as necessary to simplify the dis-

cussion. 

The coordinate system used for the aircraft antenna is a spherrical 

coordinate system oriented with respect to the aircraft without regard to 

the location of the antenna. Fig. 1 is an example of such a coordinate 

system. This system has been adopted by most aircraft companies for use 

with airplanes. The Z axis coinsides with the vertical axis of the air

plane. The X axis coinsides with the fore-aft axis of the airplane, and 

is directed forward. The angle¢ then becomes an azimuth angle and G 

becomes an elevation angle. 

The choice of the coordinate system in Fig.) is logical for air

planes because an e.irplane, in normal flight attitude, moves in e, plane 

parallel to the ground. Thus, an azimuth radiation pattern is easily 
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referred to the ground reference. 

The coordinate system is usually oriented differently for missiles 

'( J. 

Fig. 3--Airplane coordinates for radiation pattern 
measurements. 

because the missile does not necessarily have a fixed attitude ~ith 

respect to the earth's surface. In any case, the coordinete system is 

referred to the vehicle carrying the o.ntenna and not the ::rntenns.. 

There are seve:ral radiation p2atte1-n cuts that are used in evalu-

a ting an antenna. The conic end m2-jo1° plans cuts are the most use-

ful, There can be any m.unber of conic cuts, The conic cut is 2. re,d--

c,:rnstant, There 



are only three major plane cuts; these are :radiation patterns along 

great circles in the three coordinate planes. 
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The polarization of the plane wave used in measuring any radiation 

pa~tern must be indicated for the pattern to have meaning. Thus, a 

conic cut pattern could be made, for example at g=100°, for EQ, E¢, or 

any polarization between Eg and E¢• Because of the close relation of Eg 

and E¢ to vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively, with the 

airplane coordinate system, most pattern cuts for airplane antennas are 

me.de with Egand E¢ polarization. 

Often Eg polarization is mistakenly referred to as vertical polar

ization. Actually, an airplane antenna in flight can receive truly 

vertically polarized signals from the ground only in very special cases. 

Consider an airplane flying directly over a ground transmitting antenna. 

According to the wave equation, the polarization must be normal to the 

direction of propagation. Since the airplane was directly above the 

transmitting antenna .the direction of propagation was vertical; there

fore, any electromagnetic energy received in the airplane from the ground 

transmitter must have been horizontally polarized. Since the coordinate 

system used is spherical, an attempt to describe the polarization by a 

two dimensional rectangular system is erroneous. 

The transmitting equipment used for a radiation pattern measurement 

is usually fixed in position. Energy radiated from the transmitting 

antenna illuminates the test antenna and the entire model aircraft in 

which the antenna is installed with a nearly plane wave. Scale model 

techniques -are used so that the aircraft model can be easily rotated by 

a simple rotational fixture. Rotation of the model rotates the coor

dinate system also. This is equivalent to a stationary coordinate sys-



tem and moveable observation point. 

Transmitter 
Antenna 

Rotator 
Mechanism 

Fig. 4--Antenna pattern measuring range. 
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The :rotational fixture, illustrated in Fig. 4, has two degrees of 

freedom so that all angles of Q and¢ can be observed. 

Synchro-transformers are geared to both the head and arm so that 

either Q or¢ angular position information can be used to drive an auto-

matic recorder such as the Airborne Instruments Laboratory Type 116R 

Polar Recorder. 

A typical transmitter set-up for antenna pattern measurement is 

depected in Fig. 5. At the lower model frequencies, calibrated signal 

generators are usually available, but for higher frequencies, reflex 

klystron oscillator tubes with necessary power supplies, modulators, 

etc., are in wide use. The frequency range covered in a well equipped 
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scale model antenna pattern range is from about 300 to 35,COOmc. The 

R.F. power output from the signal source should be at least 100 milli-

Signal Frequency Tuner 

Source Meter -
• 

,, (_ 

Fower J?m,.rcr 

Supply & Honi tor 

Modulator 

Fig. 5--Transmitter set-up for antenna radiation pattern 
measurements. 

Antenna 

Detector 

watts. The R.F. signal is amplitu.de modulated i1ith an audio frequency 

so that the output from crystal receiver in the model will be an amp-

litude modulated audio signal. 

The amplitude of the audio signal is proportional to power received 

by the antenna. The modulation frequency is often controlled by a tuning 

fork4 This allows the use of a very narrow band(2 to 10 cycles) audio 

filter to be used in the signal channel of the recorder, which greatly 

reduces the noise. It is necessary, when using the narrow band filter, 

to record the antenna radiation pattern very slowly so that the recorder 

pen will follow any deep nulls that may exist in the pattern. 

The choice of transmitting antenna is very important. Two funda-
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mental requirements for the approximated plane wave front at the test 

antenna are: 1) that the phase change over the projected area the model 

must traverse is less than some predetermined value, and 2) that ampli

tude variation is less than a prescribed ratio. 

The receiver consists of a simple crystal detector such as a 1N23C 

mounted in a suitable detector mount, and a tuner to match the detector 

to the test antenna. The entire unit is mounted inside the model so 

that it does not obstruct the .radiation pattern of the test antenna. 

The only requirement for electrical wiring from the model is an audio 

cable to connect from the receiver output to the signal input of the 

recorder. A special high resistance(approximately 2000 ohms at d-c) 

audio cable is often used, especially when measuring patterns of nearly 

omni-directional antennas. The high resistance cable reflects very 

little R.F. energy; therefore, the radiation pattern distortion is 

minimized. 

The crystal detector as well as other type detectors µsed for pat

tern range receivers are square law devices. That is, the output voltage 

is proportional to the input R.F. voltage squared. The voltage output 

is thus proportional to the power input. If the recorder is a linear 

recorder, the deflection of the pen will be proportional to the R.F. 

power received by the antenna. When it is desirable to make a field 

strength or voltage pattern, a square root amplifier can be inserted 

anywhere in the audio system. 

To calibrate the radiation patterns it is necessary to perform a 

radiation pattern intergration. Approximate intergration can be per

formed either automatically or manually. The accuracy in either case 

depends largely on the number of conic cuts made. 
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A transmitting antenna is assumed to be located at the center of a 

coordins. te system, such as F'ig. 1, and the power density at di stance R 

is assumed to be S. The power flow through the elemental area da is 

Sda since da is normal to R. A receiving e-ntenna located on the ob.ser-

vation sphere will transfer power to its load from the passing wave. 

This power will be proporUonal to S. Thus, 

Pr= KS' (40) 

where Pr is the power delivered to the load from the receiving antenna; 

S' is the component of power density of the wave, transmitted f:r,om 

the te:st antenna, having the same polarization as the recoiYing 

antenna; 

.K is a proportionality constant consiet:i.ng of the power fed to the 

t:ransmi tting antenn:st, receiving antenna gi:dn, receiver gain, 

recorder sensitivity, etc. 

The deflection of 2. chfart :recording pen is assumed to be r,,rop0:ctions.1 to 

Pr so tbat 

( h. 'l \ 
... ' ' ' 

where Dis deflection ~f the pen; 

C is the pen sensitivity oonstent. 

The total po~er radiated in the polarization is 



nn G d¢ dQ; 

T/2 I 1; -, 
LR2 I ' v·p 

IC 
sin ~ rl d0 I dG. ... \. T I 

L J C 

5 1 , in general, is a complic~,.ted function of both G ~nd ¢. Let 

/
2r. $Id¢• 

0 

Then e close approximation to (42) is 

lr o _r,_· i; 2 '.., T"" • 

i.:::n 
8:r. 

I 
G"'O 
i:o 1 

F,/ :::i. \ 
~ -:u 

The problem :reduces to finding F(G) for n values of' Q. 
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( J, "·' •;·.:::.) 

( h.-;) 

The conic radiation patterns are used to find F(G). The conic cut 

can be either a polar or a rectangular plot. The area under the rec-

t 1 l + · t· ' ·'o t:1(r\ angu~ar P-Ow 1B propor .ionai ~- i ~,. Thie area can be easily measured 

with a planimeter. 

Let L be the leng:th of p8per corresponding to 2ri; 

/, .. be the measured area . Then~ 

F(G) 

R2K2r: 
CKL 

( Li-6) 



Further simplification can be ncco:nplishe,d by pr::>;,Jcr- choi:~e of the 

angles gi. For small increr.-1ents of ll.Q, 

sin 9/l.P ~ (cos 9); 

2f;R2 

CL 

If G is chosen eo t.hstll. cos Q 

fl. cos g 

constant 

;C 

(.b 7 \ 
\ , r I 

(4~) 

Equation (49) is proportional to the total power radiG.ted in the 

polarization of the Tecei·tl'ing antenna. To c01nplete the c2:.libration 

CKS' 

C 2ri 

Fig. 6--Conic :radiation pattern plotted in :rectangular coo:rclin:r:::.tes. 

an interg:ration must be performed for an o:•tthogonal polari zo.tion; 

(50) 



where AiQ is the area of the conic; 

and 

fT' is the total power radiated by the test antenna. 

The average power density 

( 

""a 
Total gower 

4r:R~ j 

¢ 0 

Fig. 7--Conic radiation pattern plotted in polar 
coordinates. 

l(Se. ticos Q 
2LC 
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(51) 

( "S2 \) _, 

(53) 

The value KSa is the isotropic level calibration for all radiation pat-

terns having Kasa common parameter. The directivity in any direction 



of the test antenna can be found by the ratio of KS'/KS8 • 

If a polar recorder is used for recording the radiation patterns, 

the deflection of the pen must be proportional to field strength when 

a manual pattern interg;ration is desired. Flg. 7 represents a polar 

conic radiation pattern for one polarization. 

The elemental area 

da 

Then the total area of the pattern is 

1\ 21r. 
A1 1/2 K2 172 d¢ "' 1/2 vi I cl d¢, 1" ,h_ o...) 

0 0 

where Bis the field strength in volts per meter; 

Kand K' are proportionality constants" 

Then, 

F(G) 2J.' 
Kt ~ 

Substituting (56) into (44), 

2A, i s1·n (\ A (\ 
""i w ""i. 

(~c:;) 
?/' 

(56) 

(5·7) 

The isotropic level should be defined in the same units as used 

to plot the radis.tion pattern. Thus, when the pattern is plotted in 

relative field strength, 

I so tropic level 



After making the simplification sin Gt.G "'t.cos Q, and adding the power 

for the other polarization, the isotropic level becomes 

Isotropic level =)4cos Q 
?~,· ~n (59) 

The foregoing mathematical development for manual pattern inter-

gration can be summarized into a simple mechanical procedure: 

1) First the value of b,.cos G is chosen. The value of 0.1 is conven-

ient and sufficiently accurate for most applications. 

2) The conic angles are found from the value of bi.cos G. Thus, if 

b,.CO s G = 0. 1 , 

G,.., 
C: = cos- 1 0~2, 

Gz. -1 0~3, etc. cos 
/ 

3) A set of conic radiation patterns is made for the angles of Qin 

step 2. 'rhe set of patterns must include both polarizations, EQ 

and E¢, The parameter K must be constant for the full intergra-

tion set, as well as for any other patterns of interest such as 

the principle plane cuts. 

4) The area of each conic of the intergration set is measured by a 

suitable planimeter. 

5) The isotropic level is calculated by (55) or (59) depending on the 

type recorder used. 

6) The radiation patterns of interest are calibrated by drawing the 

isotropic level on each pattern. 

The process of pattern intergration is greatly simplified by use of 

an automatic inte:rgrater. Unlike the manual intergration, the automatic 



operation uses const:1nt lncrements of 6 G. This 1 s more 2,ccurate for two 

sin G 6 G doos not hnve to be made, 

6Qi in (44) can be placed outside the m.1Yilln2tion; then, 

i=n 
Gc::2ti 

( 60) 

The inte:rgrs.tion of (60) is performed electronicr,lly by a simple 

antilog computer such as in Fig. 8. Althoulh thi, .deb.ila of the inter-

gn>.ter are basi sically electronic circuit problems, the ftmds:ment::;.l 

theory of operation is of great importance to the antenn2: engineer; 

therefore, a brief discussion on the theory of operation is in order. 

The input voltage Ei in Fig. 8 is a d-c voltage proportional to 

radiated power density. R1 is a gain calibretion control. 

sinusodial voltage divider. This voltage divider is conveniently made 

by use of a rotary switch, having a position for each value of Qi and 

several fixed resistors of the proper values. The input to the d.-c 

amplifier is thus proportional to 3 1 sin Qi. S1 is 8. com.mute.tor which 

is synchronized with the azimuth rotation. A typical sampling rate is 

1000 units per revolution, The product 

where b;.t is the length of time that s1 is closed when the azimuth 

rote.tion rate is a minimum. The voltmeter is e. vacuum tube voltmeter 

that me1rnures the accumulated voltage across the condenser. The diode 



CR1 eliminates discharge of the condenser when the out1}Ut of the d-c 

amplifier is zero. '.32 is 2 reset switch l0rhich discharges the condenser. 

d-c 
isolation 

amplifier V' 

Fig. 8-~Simplified schematic of an automatic intergrater. 

The voltage V' is a series of positive pulses; the amplitude of each 

pulse being proportional to 2 1 • 

If V1 , is the amplitude of any genersl pulse, then the current 
J. 

through R;,; with the restriction imposed by ( 61) is 
,/ 

where V ~ is the accumulated voltage across the condenser. 
O.c 

It will further be assumed that 

(62) 

(63) 

'l'hi s restriction cannot practically be made ,mli d for extremely 

low values of power densities approaching zero; however, it can be 



made valid for any value of power density that will contribute 8.pprec-

iably to the total intergration, by proper choice of RzC1 and amplifier 
,/ 

gs.in. The restriction of (63) does not imply that V0 i is zero. The 

value of V0 i is 

t 

Voi = C £ iRdt = ~f I V'i bot. (64' 
\ ; 

Now, sinceb,ti:J:6¢, vici:-si' sin G, the voltage added to the condenser 

for each conic is 

¢=211 

6V0 i = K sin G I 
i=1 
r/:=C 

'.:i 6¢. ( [r, ~ .., ' 

The total voltage c.dded. to the condenser for the complete set of conics 

becomes 

G-·' - " ¢=2rr 
j=:n i=n 

21 a¢) iloi = E1 ·I (I sin Gj. (66' 
' ' 

j:1 i=1 
P=O ¢=0 

Equation (66) is of the same form as (60); since F(G) = ~ Stb.G. 

Therefore, V0 i is proportional to the total power radiated by the te~-t 

antenna. 

Calibration of the intergrater consists of obtaining the proper 

relation befa:een V . and the set of radiation patterns, so that the iso-
01. 

tropic radius can be drawn on the patterns. Thie calibration is a very 

simpls: procedure 2.i.:,.l •1,:;.11 not be further c',i~cussed. 



CHAFT.i:.R VI 

~LLl?TICALLY OLARIZED ANTENNAS 

The preceeding chapters have been primarily concerned with linearly 

polarized antennas. Only recently has the airers.ft antenna designer 

been interested, to any extent, in elliptically polarized antennas. 

1ost airplanes fly at atti t udes parallel to the ground; therefore, ra.dio 

links ce.n be maintained between airplanes and from airplane to ground 

with linearly polarized antennas. The development of l ong range guided 

missiles, which fly in orbits at e.ttitudes(with respect to the earth's 

surface) ranging from perpendicular to parallel, has forced the air

craft antenna designer to become concerned with the more complicated 

elliptically polarize<l antennas. 

Circular polarization is the special case of elliptical polariza

tion where the two orthogonal components of the electromagnetic wave 

a.re equal and in 90° time quadrature. This special case is normally 

the desired condition when linear polarization is not suitable; there

fore, the general case of el l iptical polarization will not be discussed. 

Actually linear polarization is the opposite extreme of e l liptical 

polarization. 

Usually a linearly polarized airborne antenna is used to receive 

energy from a c ircularly polarized transmitted signal; however, some

times the airborne antenna is circularly polarized and the transmitted 

signal is linearly polarized. In either case the problem is to find 



the mutual response of a linearly and a circularly po larized system. 

In Chapter II it was convenient to compare the radiation proper-

ties of an antenna to a hypothetical isotropi c radiator. The only 

requirement for the isotropic antenna. was that it radiate equal power 

densities in all directions. It was not necessary to specify the polar-

ization of the energy radiated from the isotropic source. Here, it is 

favorable to specify that the isotropic antenna be circularly polarized 

in all directions. Gain referred to the circularly polarized isotropic 

antenna has a somewhat different meaning than the gain and directivity 

E y 

'--~~~~~~-- Ex 
F'ig. 9--0rthogonal space 

components of 
a circularly 
po l arized wave. 

are such that 

function referred to in Chapter II. 

Before further consi deration 

of antenna gain problems with cir-

cular polarization, it is necessary 

to investigate the nature of a cir-

cularly polarized plane wave in 

space. Fig. 9 depects two ortho-

gonal component s of a circularly 

polarized wave. It is assumed that 

the wave is progressing out of the 

paper. The magnitude of wave com-

ponents in the plane of the paper 

( 67) 

( 6S) 

Then the resultant magnitude of the two components is 
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I Eu,I = J E.:n 2 sin2 wt + Ezn 2 cos2 wt ; 

( 69) 

The direction of Eiri with respect to the X and Y direction is given by 

tan-1 Ex tan-1 Em sin wt 
g = --

Ey Em cos c.ot 

(70) 

g = wt. 

Equations (69) and (70) indicate that the resultant electric field is a 

constant amplitude rotating at the angular velocity ro. 

I t is clear that the circularly polarized plane wave is composed 

of two linearly polarized plane waves; the amplitudes of the linear 

lane waves are in both time and space quadratures. One-half of the 

total energy is carried by each linear wave component. 

Now, if 11 A0 were a linearly polarized isotropic antenna. placed in 

the field and polarized in the X direction, it would receive energy only 

from the X component. Thus, the presence of the Y component would have 

no ef~ect on the energy received by the antenna. On the other hand, if 

11 Btt, a circularly polarized isotropic antenna of proper rotational sense, 

were placed in the field, it would receive energy from both components. 

11 A11 would receive only one-half as much energy as 1'B1' . Under the con-

ditions just described, the gs.in of II rt would have been -3db with respect 

to a circularly polarized isotropic antenna. ~i ilar reasoning can be 

used to show that for a linearly polarized wave, "A" would have a +3db 

gain with respect to 11 B 11 • 

At first it seems awkward to use the circularly polarized isotropic 
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antenna as a reference; however, the usefulness of the recourse can be 

more appreciated when the specification for an antenna is being calcu

lated. For instance, if the power output of a missile telemetry trans

mitter, the ground receiver sensitivity, and the absolute gain of the 

linea rl y polarized ground receiving antenna were known, as well as the 

compl icated trajectory of the missile , the radiation pattern specifi 

cation can be calculated. The simplest approaeh would be to ap~ly 

equation (9) for various points along the trajectory to find a gain 

function, just as though the transmitting antenna were always properly 

polarized. This gain function will be ) db greater at all points than 

the function with respect to a circularly polarized isotropic antenna, 

since the relative polarization of the circularly polarized wave and 

tne linearly polarized antenna are not affected by the missile attitude. 

The factor of 3db is subtracted rather t han added since the circularly 

polarized isotropic antenna, in this case, has a negative gain(-3db) 

with respect to the linearly polarized isotropic antenna. 

Measurement of gain with respect to the circularly polarized iso

tropic antenna can become qui te complicated, especially when the radiated 

electromagnetic wave is circularly polarized. For convenience of dis

cussion the symbol 11 G* 11 will be used to refer to this gain. 

The first step in measuring G* is the normal intergration using 

linear polarization as described in Chapter V. This intergration estab

lishes e reference power density end provi des a calibration of t he meas

uring system para.meters in terms of that reference power density. Next 

the linearly polarized transmitting antenna for the pattern range is 

replaced by a circula rly polarized transmitting antenna. The power den

sity at the test antenna is set, by adjusting transmitted power, to twice 
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the value of the line rly polarized r eference. 

This power density is ea.sily set up by use of a linearly polarized 

antenna located near the test antenna for field strength monitor. The 

power density of the circularly polarized wave is twice that of the lin

early polarized reference when the power received by the monitor antenna 

is the same as that received from the reference field. This, of course, 

assumes that the monitor antenna was polarized in the same direction as 

the linearly polarized field when the reference reading was made. 

Radiation patterns for all angles of interest are then recorded for 

the circularly polarized signal. The isotropic level calculated from 

the linear intergration will be the same as the circularly polarized 

isotropic level; therefore, G*(Q,¢) will be the ratio of the radiation 

pattern amplitude to the isotropi c level. 

The reason for performing the intergration with linear polarization 

is that the polarization characteri stics of the t est antenna are not 

known. Thus, t he test antenna could be circularly olarized of clock

wise sense in one direction and circularly polarized of counter-clock

wise sense in another direction . The rotational sense being wrong for 

circularly polarized antennas is equivalent to having linearly polar

ized antennas cross polarized; therefore, no signal is received. 



OONCLU SI Olif:3 AND HECQiJ(MENDA'i'.I ON Ei, 

The previous chapters have presented a theorotical basis for meas-
! 

u1Jement techniques used in experimental development of aircraf't antennas. 

Use of those principles and techniques will be suxnma:rized by discussion 

of an experimental development procedure for a simple aircraft antenna. 

1) First, the electrical requirements for the antenna must be firmly 

established. 

Usually the antenna system must be designed to match a 50 ohm trans-

mission line, with the vmm not to exceed a specified value over a given 

frequency range. 'fhe normal me.ximum VSWR is 2: 1 for transmitting and 

5: 'I for receiving antennas; however, more rigid requirements are some-

times necessary. If the antenna. system is composed of two or more enten-

nas, the individual antenna impedance must be designed accordingly with 

the proper matching networks and power di vide:rs so that the system VSViR 

is less than specified. 

The radiation pattern requirement is either directly specified in 

terms of absolute gain as a function of coordinate angles, together with 

the polarization requirement or indirectly in terms of 11 radio-1ink 11 sys-

tcm parameters. i'Jhen the latter is specified the direct radiation pat-

tern requirements are calcule.ted by the range formula, 

PT GT Gp, J./2 

i6rr2 R2 
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2) The available locations for the antenna on the aircraft are care

fully studied. The me rits and disadvantages of e. ch potential loca

tion a re tabula ted for comparison. Some of the locations may have 

definite structua l advantages, others may have favorable aerodynamic 

potentialities, but those locations may not be suitable from an elec

trical standpoint. Although the final antenna. location will be deter

mined by experimental measurement, many hours of valuable time can be 

saved by excluding most of the impractical locations before any exper

imental work is ste rted. Often a less desirable mechanical location is 

best for an electrical consideration. 

3) The general t ypes of antennas for potential use are studied. From 

the electrical requirements and possible locations on the aircraft, the 

general type a.ntenna(vertical stub, blade, slot, loop, spiral, etc.) 

compatible wi t h each potential location are established. 

4) Requirement s for aircraft models and mock-up sections are estab

lished. The scale f or the mode l aircraft is det rmined from the maximum 

model size the pattern range can conveniently accommodate; the frequency 

is scaled up by the same factor that the .. odel dimensions are sea.led 

down. By proper choice of the scale fa ctor it is usually possible to 

make tne scaled frequency range conform with a standard wave guide fre

quency band. Often either full or one-half scale mock-up sections of the 

aircraft skin at the proposed antenna locations are constructed for use 

in impedance measurements. The shape of the aircraft a few wave lengths 

from the antenna location has only a little effect on impedance; there

fore, the a.i rcra.ft sections of a few square wave lengths are sufficient 

f or most impedance measurements. 

5) Preliminary scale model radiation patterns are made. These patterns 
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should include the principle plane cuts and at least one conic near the 

center of the elevation sector of interest. The preliminary patterns 

should be made for eech likely location with the general type of antenna 

considered practical for those locations. 

6) Preliminary impedance measurements are begun on the types of anten

nas proved to be most promising by the preliminary radiation pattern 

study. From these studies the antenna general type and location should 

be detennined. 

7) A set of radiation patterns for intergration is ma.de and the inter

gration performed. The isotropic level, determined from the intergration, 

is plotted on each of the radiation patterns of interest so that all 

points of deficiency in the radiation can be readily observed. 

8) The terminal impedance of the prototype antenna is measured at sev

eral frequencies at close enough intervals to provide sufficient data 

for plotting an impedance vs frequency curve over the operating frequency 

range ; from this curve a quali t ative equivalent circuit can usually be 

approximated. The relation between the physical dimensions of the 

antenna and parameters of the equivalent circuit is established. hys-

ical changes necessary for improved antenna.. performance can then be pre

dicted. The physical changes a.re accomplished, and t he impedance of the 

modified antenna measured . 

9) A set of radiation patterns is made for the modified antenna. The 

cause of deficiency in the radiation patterns can usually be related to 

current or to the absence of current flow at various points along the 

antenna and the aircraft skin. Ca.reful study of the effect the modi 

fication had on the antenna radiation pattern will be indicative of the 

kind of physical change that will improve pe rformance of t he antenna. 



It is often necessary to make several modifica tions to t he basic 

antenna before arriving at the final design. The importance of accu

racy in measurement cannot be stressed too highly. Changes in imped

ance and radiation pattern caused by alterations of the antenna shape 

are often much less than predicted; therefore, errors due to hasty 

measurements often swamp out the desired data. A qualitative elec

trical effect caused by physical modification is often more important 

than quantitive effect. Thus, a very slight electrical change, if 

detected, caused by a single modification to the antenna can be extremely 

helpful in determining a better second modification. Careful analysis 

of the experimental data and correlation of these data always hasten, 

with minimum wasted effort, a good final antenna design. 

Mea surement s associated with elliptical polarization problems are 

crude and difficult to perform. Future work should be directed toward 

improving the se measuring techniques. The work should include develop

ment of new equipment for automatically recording polarization d ta, 

as well as standardiza tion of the methods of presenting the data. The 

experts in the antenna and propagation field are not in agreement as to 

the best way to present and use elliptical polarization data. rogress 

along these lines should accelerate as space communication becomes more 

common . 
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